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Introduction to synthetic data



“Synthetic data is data that has been generated using a 
purpose-built mathematical model or algorithm, with the aim of 
solving a (set of ) data science task(s).”

Jordon, J. et al. (2022) ‘Synthetic Data -- what, why and how?’

Synthetic data definition



Uses and benefits of synthetic data

Clinical trial design optimisation
• Maximise chance of success, reduces time and cost.

Create control arms for clinical trials
• Save resources and patient burden.

Anonymisation
• Enable the sharing of regulated or sensitive data.

Create large, auto labelled data for machine learning 
• Address issue of imbalanced data.



Synthetic data generation methods

Based on the statistical distribution of the real data
• Computationally efficient.
• Can fail to capture dependencies.

Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE)
• Easy to implement.
• Can overfit.

Using deep learning e.g. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
• Flexible.
• Hard to train.



Synthetic data validation: 
Two case studies



Aim
Show how well synthetic data generated using a method based on the statistical 
distribution of real data using KerusCloud can mimic real world data.

Method
Our investigation evaluates the quality of synthetic data created from two tabular
individual participant (IPD) data sets. Quality is measured in terms of:

• Statistical similarity – univariate distributions and correlations.

• Machine learning – performance and understanding.

For each IPD dataset we explore the effect of including/not including the correlation 
structure of the real data.

We will start with an IPD dataset from the Titanic disaster, then move onto a heart 
failure dataset. 



Dataset 1: Titanic

survived

passenger 
class 
(pclass) age sex fare name

No. of 
siblings/
spouses 
(sibsp)

No. of 
parents/
children 
(parch) embarked

1 1 29.0female 211.3Allen, Miss. Elisabeth Walton 0 0S
1 1 0.9male 151.6Allison, Master. Hudson Trevor 1 2S
0 1 2.0female 151.6Allison, Miss. Helen Loraine 1 2S

0 1 30.0male 151.6
Allison, Mr. Hudson Joshua 
Creighton 1 2S

• Chose the Titanic dataset as it is commonly used in machine learning tutorials. 

• The aim is to create a model which predicts which passengers survived.

• We considered the four most important features: pclass, sex, age and fare.

• After data cleaning we are left with information for 1045 passengers, 427 survived 
and 618 died.

Titanic dataset: https://web.stanford.edu/class/archive/cs/cs109/cs109.1166/problem12.html



Method: Machine learning pipeline
• We applied a standard pipeline for a Random Forest (RF) model.

• The RF model was chosen based on prior knowledge and good 
performance in the literature.

• The pipeline consisted of:

• Data cleaning and feature creation.

• Data sampling (train/test, 70/30 split).

• Model estimation (on training data).

• Model evaluation (on test data).



Method: Random Forest model



Method: Synthetic data generation

• Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 
was used to find the best fitting 
distribution for each feature.

• Distribution parameters and correlations 
between pairs of features were used in 
KerusCloud to generate two levels of 
synthetic data sets:

• Level 1 - No correlation between 
features.

• Level 2 - Correlation between 
features.



Method: Machine learning synth data validation



Method: Machine learning synth data validation



Results: Titanic (no correlation between feature pairs)
Univariate feature distributions

• Overall the synthetic data 
captures the distribution 
of the real data.

• The Log-normal 
distribution struggles to 
capture the shape of the 
age feature at low values.



Synth data

L1-norm-difference = 1.28
The L1-norm-difference in correlation values between the real and synthetic data shows how 
well the synthetic data retains the correlation structure of the real data - the lower the value 
the smaller the mean difference (L1 norm = sum of absolute values).

Results: Titanic (no correlation between feature pairs)
Correlation heatmaps

Real data



• Accuracy = fraction of correctly classified passengers. 
• But accuracy is not a good metric for imbalance data - use a Dummy classifier to 

establish a baseline – the minimum accuracy the Random Forest should achieve.

• The accuracy of a model trained on either real or synthetic data is the same. 

Results: Titanic (no correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model performance - accuracy



Synth dataReal data

Results: Titanic (no correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model performance – confusion matrix

The confusion matrix shows where the model estimated 
from synthetic data is going wrong.



Results: Titanic
Random Forest model – feature importance and understanding

Real data • SHAP values help us to 
interpret the model by 
ranking the features in 
order of importance 
and show their impact 
on classification.

• Women, children and 
passengers in 1st class 
cabins had the highest 
probability of survival.

male (1) female (0)

old young

3rd 1st2nd



Results: Titanic (no correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model - feature importance

Real data

Synth data

• The model trained on 
synthetic data fails to 
preserve the structure 
and the order of 
importance of the 
features.



Note: A L1-norm-diff of zero means no difference between the correlation structure of the synth and real data.

Results: Titanic (correlation between feature pairs)

Real data

Synth data
no correlation
L1-norm-diff = 1.28

Synth data
correlation
L1-norm-diff = 0.28



Results: Titanic (correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model - feature importance and understanding

Real data

Synth data

• The model trained on 
synthetic data preserves 
the structure and the 
order of importance of 
the features.

• We would come to the 
same understanding 
using either data set.

• Note that model 
accuracy remains at 80%.



Dataset 2: Heart failure
• A small clinical dataset which has previously received machine learning analysis(1).

• The aim is to create a model which predicts the survival of patients with heart 
failure from clinical, body and lifestyle information.

• We considered the 6 most important features (out of 13). These are: serum 
creatinine, ejection fraction, age, platelets, serum sodium and creatinine 
phosphokinase.

• The dataset contains records for 299 patients, 203 survived and 96 died.

1. Davide Chicco, Giuseppe Jurman: "Machine learning can predict survival of patients with heart 
failure from serum creatinine and ejection fraction alone". BMC Medical Informatics and Decision 
Making 20, 16 (2020)



Results: Heart failure (correlation between feature pairs)
Synthetic data captures distribution of the real data



Results: Heart failure (correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model performance – accuracy and confusion matrix

Synth dataReal data

• The accuracy of a model 
trained on either real or 
synthetic data is similar.

• The values in the 
confusion matrix for the 
models estimated from 
real and synthetic data 
are also similar.



Results: Heart failure (correlation between feature pairs)
Random Forest model - feature importance and understanding

Real data

Synth data

• The model trained 
on the synthetic 
data struggles to 
preserve the 
structure and the 
order of 
importance of the 
features.



Summary



Summary
• We used two case studies to show how well synthetic data generated using a 

method based on the statistical distribution of real data using KerusCloud can 
mimic real world data.

• Our investigation has shown that by incorporating correlations between 
different features the synthetic data can:

• Capture the univariate distributions and correlations of the real data.

• Be used to train a machine learning model which has the same accuracy 
as a model estimated using real data but may struggle to capture the 
feature structure and order of importance.
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